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Businesses are facing more pressures than ever before. Pressure 

to adapt to constant change, pressure to keep pace with astonishing 

technological advancement, pressure to overcome demographic 

challenges. These present risks, that left unaddressed, threaten 

business growth, profitability and compliance.

With limitations on time, resource and expertise, how can organisations 

like yours keep up in a constantly evolving business climate while 

continuing to deliver against your business objectives?

EXPERIS CONSULTING



Experis Consulting advises companies worldwide across a range of 

industries to help manage their business risks, enhance their internal 

controls, improve their financial and compliance processes and develop 

their technology capabilities and services. 

 As a wholly owned ManpowerGroup company, we are a part of a Global 

1000 business, so you can be assured of our heritage, global presence 

and strength. Our consultancy business was founded to challenge the 

monopoly of the traditional “Big Four & Big Three” firms for complete 

strategic services.

Our full service offering can support you wherever it is needed, from 

strategic consulting through to professional management services.

Experis Consulting professionals thoroughly understand the issues you 

face – and they’re passionate about using their expertise to implement 

creative solutions.

Inspired by your needs, we design cost-effective approaches that 

capitalise on opportunities to reduce costs, improve controls and 

increase efficiencies.

Advisory

Our consultants bring years of practical expertise into organisations, 

providing insight and developing strategy across technology, 

finance and HR management.

Project delivery

Experis Professionals take the strain and deliver the work. 

Our scalable teams work hand-in-hand with clients to achieve 

defined project outcomes, giving your organisation experience, 

results and value.

Secondment

Through our group of companies, our expertise has been built up 

globally, bringing practical solutions to our clients. Our technical 

specialists and subject matter experts will help you get to the right 

answer, with confidence, in a time and cost-effective manner.

YOUR TRUSTED 
PARTNER

01 CONSULTING SERVICES 
TO SUIT YOUR 
REQUIREMENTS
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When you choose Experis Consulting, we’ll build a 

programme that is unique to the challenges you face, 

however, it may incorporate some of the services below.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE02

EXPERIS CONSULTING



STRATEGY 
CONSULTING
1 M&A Due Diligence

2 Business Exit

3 Start-up Scaling

4 Unconventional

TECHNOLOGY 
SERVICES
1 Microsoft Partner

2 ISO Standards

3 GDPR & PCI DSS

4 Data Governance

5 BCP/DR/Forensics

6 Ransomware

7 Cyber Insurance

8 LowCode/DevOps

9 Robotic Process Automation

10 Legacy IT Migration

11 BA Dashboards

12 100-Day Plans

13 “CISO/DPO” aaS

14 SAP Architecture

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES
1 SoX Advisory

2 Tax Advisory

3 ERP

4 Multi-compliance 

HR 
MANAGEMENT
1 Recruitment

2 Project Placement

3 Post-Project HCM

4 Training/Upskilling
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Experis are different in a meaningful way. Crucially, all their consultants 

have benefited from a previous, relevant practical career – and their 

contributions are all the better for that.

Peter Waine, Hanson Green

WHY EXPERIS?

“
”
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EXPERIENCE FOCUSED 
ON YOUR NEEDS
To join our company, a professional must have 
significant practical, hands-on experience in one 
of our service lines, with relevant professional 
credentials and accreditations. That experience 
is fundamental to our value proposition. Because 
our people have expertise in a wide variety 
of industries and disciplines, they’re adept at 
addressing the specific business issues you 
face. Their extensive knowledge of proven 
methodologies, tools, processes and best 
practices ensures they’ll create a solution that best 
fits your unique situation. In other words: no need 
to get them up to speed or on-the-job training. 
Your Experis team will arrive prepared to do the 
work – efficiently, thoroughly and cost-effectively.

UNCOMMON VALUE AT 
COMPETITIVE FEES
We’ll provide you with a pragmatic approach 
grounded in a clear understanding of your 
challenges. Fine-tuned over thousands of 
engagements with mid- and large-sized 
organisations around the globe, we know how 
to get the job done – on time and on budget. 
Using a strategic, top-down approach, we 
thoroughly assess your situation, collaborating 
with you to determine the best solutions. We put 
our resources into our local offices rather than a 
centralised, partner-based organisation, which 
allows us to keep our fees competitive. And, in 
most cases, the professionals we send to you 
are local, so travel and lodging expenses are 
nominal or non-existent. With specialists located 
throughout our offices, experts are always nearby 
to get the job done right – the first time.

STANDARDS YOU CAN 
RELY ON
We are dedicated to providing consistent, high 
quality services to you. We do this through 
standardised processes and methodologies, 
global quality standards and guidelines and 
robust technology that is deployed globally. 
Our Service Quality Process (SQP) benchmarks 
each engagement’s progress and your levels 
of satisfaction. After each engagement, we ask 
clients to objectively evaluate the quality of both 
our work and our professionals. This feedback 
is invaluable to our ongoing commitment to 
strengthen and enhance our service excellence.
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About ManpowerGroup

ManpowerGroup® (NYSE: MAN), the leading global 

workforce solutions company, helps organisations transform 

in a fast-changing world of work by sourcing, assessing, 

developing and managing the talent that enables them to win. 

We develop innovative solutions for hundreds of thousands 

of organisations every year, providing them with skilled talent 

while finding meaningful, sustainable employment for millions 

of people across a wide range of industries and skills. Our 

expert family of brands – Manpower®, Experis®, Right 

Management® and ManpowerGroup® Solutions – creates 

substantially more value for candidates and clients across 80 

countries and territories and has done so for over 70 years. 

In 2019, ManpowerGroup was named one of Fortune’s Most 

Admired Companies for the seventeenth year and one of the 

World’s Most Ethical Companies for the tenth year, confirming 

our position as the most trusted brand in the industry. See 

how ManpowerGroup is powering the future of work: www.

manpowergroup.com.

If you would like to discuss potential 

engagements or ask any questions, 

please contact the team today on 

consulting@experis.co.uk

Experis 
Professional Resourcing

With deep industry knowledge, our professional IT resourcing arm, Experis will 

keep your business agile and initiatives on track.

www.experis.co.uk

Manpower 
Staffing Solutions

Enhance your permanent workforce, discover the benefits of a flexible 

workforce, and realise the business agility your organisation needs, with staffing 

solutions from Manpower.

www.manpower.co.uk

ManpowerGroup Solutions 
Talent-Driven Outsourcing

Align workforce strategies with business strategies, with our outcome-based 

Recruitment Process Outsourcing, Managed Service Programmes and End 

User Services offerings.

www.manpowergroupsolutions.co.uk

Right Management 
Career Expertise

Grow and engage your talent, increase productivity, and optimise business 

performance. It’s all possible with career experts Right Management.

www.rightmanagement.co.uk
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